First published in 1990, Omeros was hailed as a 'masterpiece', 3 an accomplished tour-deforce which deploys the terza rima rhyme scheme famously used by Dante, with a plot loosely based on Homer's Odyssey and Iliad. However, the poem also portrays a poet/Narrator who struggles to compose and convey his verse, preoccupied with the problem of capturing 'the right noun on a page'. 4 Writing in Omeros is a painful act of craftsmanship, requiring 'crouching care Seas', that this alternative-Narrator commands the poet to reevaluate his travels and his writing:
[T]his is what this island has meant to you, why my bust spoke, why the sea-swift was sent to you:
to circle yourself and your island with this art.
The aesthetic process suggested in a command to 'circle' the island with his 'art' is tremendously significant to Walcott's project in Omeros. The island of St Lucia does not emerge as a periphery, but rather as a crucial emotional and cultural centre, for the poet/Narrator as well as the characters he portrays.
To conclude, I would like to return to the moment of the Nobel Prize. As I have shown, Caryl Phillips describes Walcott's speculation at the prospect of Naipaul winning the Prize: 'It's bigger than him', Walcott suggested, 'It will mean something for the region'. 45 At the news that the novelist had indeed received the prize, Phillips reports that Walcott 'seemed overjoyed':
'Short of giving it to me again, it's the best thing they could have done.' He laughed then fell silent again. 'You know,' he said. 'How do you think Vidia will react? Do you think he will see it as anything that goes beyond himself? As a Caribbean prize?' 46 Walcott's speculation recalls his own eagerness to acknowledge the region of his birth and Nobel acceptance speeches, Phillips acknowledges that it was the 'literary culture' of Britain which 'allowed him to become a writer'. 47 Phillips's statement expresses a view stated in more emphatic terms by Naipaul himself. In A Writer's People, Naipaul emphasises the difficulty of attaining literary status -or even achieving economic survival -as an author based in the Caribbean. Complaining of a lack of 'human wealth in the islands', 48 Naipaul's article positions Walcott's own early work amongst 'talk about a local culture, the steel bands and the dance', 49 which Naipaul dismisses as mere cultural totems. He extends this jibe into a suggestion that the poet was 'rescued' by employment at 'the American universities', arguing that the Caribbean 'cramped and quickly exhausted a talent which in a larger and more varied space might have spread its wings and done unsuspected things'. 
